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We have developed a unique gaming platform 
based on the Ethereum blockchain system.

Our platform is a one-of-a-kind blockchain game that is built with 
absolute assurance and honesty towards the user, but not without an 
element of luck and excitement.

Transparent system, responsible approach of developers and 
absolutely clear goals and objectives.



Our project unites tens of thousands of people with its idea and we 
are pleased to present you with a perfect gaming system that will 
appeal to everyone.

We have tried and developed a project with zero commission. We are 
very proud of this and this is a very important part of our work.

Naturally, we have not forgotten about our investors whose profit is 
our main goal in this project.



Our specially developed decentralized application
allows you to exchange in the
system without commission. This is the credit of 
our
blockchain development specialists

The development of a zero-commission cryptocurrency exchange, where our token will 
compensate for it, is already under way.



Our specially designed application, ready to be 
installed on IOs and Android platforms, will allow 
you to easily and quickly process transactions with 
our "Fine Token" coin. This gives additional freedom 
of action and efficiency when exchanging or paying 
on our gaming platforms.

Applications will be available in AppStore and Playmarket soon



Often and in most cases, crypto-financial games are either a direct 
scam from gullible users due to beautiful pictures and bright 
promises of easy winnings. You are shown only the good and 
pleasant side of the game. Throw coins and spin the drum, and 
luck itself will jump to you, no matter how it is .... 

Or these are just scam projects aimed at quickly emptying the 
user's pocket and draining the deposit of coins or tokens. Such 
games are uninteresting, monotonous and have no practical use. 

According to the research agency «Serch» at the University of Massachusetts, 92% of games released for 
cryptocurrencies or on the blockchain are either a fraudulent idea or a scam or an unprofessional version without 
development and prospects. 
We tried to combine the game, exchange, application and investments into a single system by turning our project 
into a closed-loop ecosystem on a decentralized blockchain system. 
Our game is a system which works primarily for the user and only then for the creators. Our game is a mutually 
beneficial symbiosis of the development of cryptocurrency technologies and the incidental earnings of both sides of 
the project. 

See how it works - everything is simple.



Take for example 3 people (they place bets) a person (1) bets 
1000 FINE tokens. person (2) makes a bet of 500 FINE tokens. 
person (3) 
bets 500 FINE tokens. (1 minute of time is given for bets) after 
the timer ends, animation starts with photos of people who 
made bets. 

Everyone has different odds of winning (the larger the bet 
compared to other players, the greater the% chance of 
winning) {1}  Person 1 (50% chance of winning), other players 
have a 25% chance of winning. 

The animation starts spinning and randomly 
selects a winner (based on% of users' winners)
it is possible that the player with 25% will win 
the entire pot.
For example, player (1) wins, he gets 2000 FINE,
His bet 1000 FINE is not subject to a commission 
20%
From a win of 1000 FINE (The site automatically 
deducts 20%) (1) Player (1) gets 800 FINE.

Thus, games are played every minute in 3 different rooms (the 
more games, the more coins
are burned automatically (20% of each game), therefore, the 
demand for coins will increase due to the automatic burning
coins, the price of the FINE token will increase every week. 

There are 3 play rooms in our unique Blockchain game.
1 room for bets from 1 FINE to 1000 FINE
2 room from 50 FINE to 5000 FINE
3 room from 100 FINE to 100,000 FINE
Each room has a 20% commission (Automatic burning)



Among other things, we have an airdrop 
system that implies a competent and 
timely distribution of the first coins at the 
start of the project. 
Anyone who has registered in the system 
and fulfilled simple conditions can 
participate in the distribution of free coins

🚀 Welcome to FINE Token 🚀

✅ New Look Crypto Finance Game ✅

🥇 Meet the Best Selling ICO 🥇

Thanks to our game, the price of the 
token will grow every week, since their 
number is limited to 100,000,000.





Thank you for your attention and good luck to all of  us!

Regards Your Fine Crypto Team 2021


